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words for “relocate” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Relocate” are: move, convey, shift, remove, take, carry, fetch, lift,
bring, bear, conduct, send, pass on, transport, relay, change, resettle, transplant,
uproot

Relocate as a Verb

Definitions of "Relocate" as a verb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “relocate” as a verb can have the following
definitions:

Move or establish in a new location.
Move to a new place and establish one's home or business there.
Become established in a new location.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Relocate" as a verb (19 Words)

bear Support or hold in a certain manner.
Bear a scar.

bring Go or come after and bring or take back.
Bring charges.

carry Take further or advance.
These bonds carry warrants.

change Change from one vehicle or transportation line to another.
Passengers travelling to London will have to change trains in Bristol.

conduct Transmit a form of energy such as heat or electricity by conduction.
Bernstein conducted Mahler like no other conductor.

convey
Transfer to another.
The real virtues and diversity of America had never been conveyed in the
movies.

https://grammartop.com/bear-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/carry-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/convey-synonyms
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fetch Inflict (a blow or slap) on (someone.
That air of his always fetches women.

lift
Take without referencing from someone else’s writing or speech; of intellectual
property.
The end of September is the time to lift and store carrots.

move
Cause to move or shift into a new position or place both in a concrete and in an
abstract sense.
She deftly moved the conversation to safer territory.

pass on Be superior or better than some standard.

relay Control or operate by relay.
Please relay the news to the villagers.

remove
Remove something concrete as by lifting pushing or taking off or remove
something abstract.
He sat down and quickly removed his shoes and socks.

resettle Settle or cause to settle in a different place.
The immigrants had to resettle.

send Send a message or letter.
It s the spectacle and music that send us not the words.

shift Make a shift in or exchange of.
He shifted a little in his chair.

take Of a plant or seed take root or begin to grow germinate.
Take steps.

transplant Be transplantable.
These delicate plants do not transplant easily.

transport Transport commercially.
The bulk of freight traffic was transported by lorry.

uproot Destroy completely, as if down to the roots.
My father travelled constantly and uprooted his family several times.

https://grammartop.com/relay-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/shift-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/transplant-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Relocate" as a verb

Distribution staff will be relocated to Holland.
Our company relocated to the Midwest.
Sixty workers could face redundancy because the firm is relocating.
We had to relocate the office because the rent was too high.

Associations of "Relocate" (30 Words)

adaption The process of adapting to something (such as environmental conditions.

afoot Traveling by foot.
They were forced to go afoot.
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alteration
An event that occurs when something passes from one state or phase to
another.
Alterations had to be made.

change
Exchange something with someone else giving one thing and receiving
something of the same kind in return.
I paid with a twenty and pocketed the change.

consignor The person who delivers over or commits merchandise.

convey Make (an idea, impression, or feeling) known or understandable.
It s impossible to convey how lost I felt.

conveyance The legal process of transferring property from one owner to another.
A role that demands much more than the conveyance of simple emotions.

currently At this time or period; now.
The EC is currently attempting greater economic integration.

emerging Coming to maturity.
Established and emerging artists.

headquarters
Plural a military unit consisting of a commander and the headquarters
staff.
Many companies have their headquarters in New York.

lever A flat metal tumbler in a lever lock.
Rich countries use foreign aid as a lever to promote political pluralism.

metamorphose
(of an insect or amphibian) undergo metamorphosis, especially into the
adult form.
Overnight family houses metamorphose into bed and breakfast as 7 000
visitors roll into town.

move
Have a turn make one s move in a game.
His family moved the Special Court for adequate maintenance expenses
to run the household.

mover
A company that moves the possessions of a family or business from one
site to another.
Job movers.

newly Again; afresh.
Newly raised objections.

reassign Allocate or distribute (work or resources) differently.
He had been reassigned to another post.

revision A revised edition or form of something.
It would require a drastic revision of his opinion.

shift Make a shift in or exchange of.
Grimm showed how the consonants shifted.

https://grammartop.com/alteration-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/convey-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/shift-synonyms
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shifting Continuously varying.
His constant shifting disrupted the class.

tack Fasten with tacks.
He tacked together some verses.

transfer
A small coloured picture or design on paper which can be transferred to
another surface by being pressed or heated.
A transferred use of the Old English noun.

transfigure Elevate or idealize, in allusion to Christ’s transfiguration.
The treatment and diet transfigured her into a beautiful young woman.

transformation
A process by which one figure, expression, or function is converted into
another one of similar value.
British society underwent a radical transformation.

transmit Transmit or serve as the medium for transmission.
The programme was transmitted on 7 October.

transmogrify Transform in a surprising or magical manner.
His home was transmogrified into a hippy crash pad.

transmutation
The changing of one element into another by radioactive decay, nuclear
bombardment, or similar processes.
The transmutation of base metals into gold proved to be impossible.

transport Transport commercially.
The book transported her to new worlds.

transportation
The United States federal department that institutes and coordinates
national transportation programs created in 1966.
Transportation on the site includes a monorail.

underway Currently in progress.
Preparations for the trial are underway.

unused Not in active use.
An unused envelope.

https://grammartop.com/transmit-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/unused-synonyms
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